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ABSTRACT 
Let E = [e, i] be a matrix with integral elements. We study matrices of the form 
X = [ x”sl], where x is an indeterminate defined over the rational field Q. There is a 
fascinating interplay between the combinatorial structures of the matrices E and X. 
For example, in the case of square matrices the number of optimal assignments in the 
matrix E is precisely the coefficient of the term of highest degree in the polynomial 
per(X). We allow the multiplication of rows and columns of X by arbitrary integral 
powers of x, and we study topics such as the diagonal products of X. We apply 
certain familiar results to this “exponential” setting, and we also introduce some new 
concepts, such as the class of matrices S(X) generated by a matrix X and the notion 
of an invariant 1 within such a class. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
A = [aij] (i=l,..., m; j=l,..., n) (1.1) 
be a matrix of size m by n. A line of A designates either a row or a column of 
A. We assume throughout that m < n, and we define a diagonal of A as a set 
of m places in A such that no two of the places lie on a line. A diagonal of A 
is conveniently designated by the ordered sequence 
(1.2) 
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where u is an m-permutation of the integers 1,. . . , n. A diagonal product of 
A is the product 
al,(l) . . . amo(m). (1.3) 
Now let E = [eij] be a matrix of size m by n with integral elements. In 
this paper we study matrices of the form 
X = [x”li] (i=l,..., m; j=l,..., n; m<n), (1.4) 
where x is an indeterminate defined over the rational field Q. We concentrate 
our attention on the matrix X and refer to E as the matrix associated with X. 
We allow the multiplication of the lines of X by arbitrary integral powers 
of x. In the case of square matrices all of the diagonal products of X are then 
merely multiplied by the same integral power of x. We note that the diagonal 
products of the matrix X of (1.4) are always left unchanged under arbitrary 
permutations of the lines of X. 
In the event that we multiply the lines of the matrix X of (1.4) by suitable 
integral powers of x, then we may require that the eij be nonnegative 
integers. We may further require that each line of X contain at least one 
element that satisfies the relationship 
x0=1. (1.5) 
A matrix X is in rwrmulized form provided that the eij are nonnegative 
integers and each line of X contains at least one element x0 = 1. An arbitrary 
X may always be placed in normalized form by multiplying various lines of X 
by suitable integral powers of x. But a given X will in general have many 
normalized forms. Indeed, we may always select a normalized form with an 
arbitrarily assigned line as a line of 1’s. 
In Section 2 we prove two structure theorems concerning the matrix X. 
The first applies a theorem of Elliott [3] on positive real matrices and gives us 
some insight into the behavior of the rank of X. The second asserts that there 
always exists a normalized form of X with m l’s such that no two of the l’s 
he on a line. The proof of the latter assertion is very similar to the classical 
argument used in the optimal assignment problem [S]. 
We denote by S(X) the class of all normalized forms associated with a 
given matrix X. In Section 3 we prove that the class S(X) contains only a 
finite number of matrices. We define invariant l’s for a class S(X) in much 
the same way that they are defined for a class of (O,l)-matrices with 
prescribed row and column sum vectors [2,8]. We then prove that classes 
S(X) that contain invariant l’s have a very special form. 
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2. THE STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
An elegant theorem of Elliott that confirms a conjecture of Marcus asserts 
the following [3,7]. Let A be a matrix of order n with positive real elements, 
and suppose that A has at most n - 1 distinct diagonal products. Then the 
matrix A is singular. The following theorem concerning the matrix X of (1.4) 
is an almost immediate consequence of this result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the matrix X of size m by n (m < n) has at 
most r < m distinct diagonal products. Then 
rank(X) < T. (2.1) 
Proof We may use row multiplications to assure us that the matrix E 
associated with X has nonnegative integral elements. We consider an arbi- 
trary submatrix X, of order r + 1 of X. The submatrix X, has at most r 
distinct diagonal products, because otherwise X would have more than r 
distinct diagonal products. Now suppose that 
det( X,) = a, + a,x + . . . + a,xs, (2.2) 
where a, z 0. Then by the Elliott theorem this polynomial vanishes for all 
~>O.Hencedet(X,)=Oandrank(X)<r. n 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that the matrix X of Theorem 2.1 is of order n. 
Then among all of the diagonals of X that contribute to a particular diagonal 
product exactly half are even permutations and the other half are odd. 
Let Y be a normalized form of the matrix X of (1.4). The maximal 
number of l’s in Y such that no two of the l’s he on a line is called the term 
rank of Y. 
THEOREM 2.3. The matrix X of size m by n (m < n) has a normalized 
form Y of term rank m. 
Proof. We first observe that it suffices to deaf only with the case m = n. 
Let Y be a normalized form of X. Then since Y has a 1 on every line and 
m < n, it follows that Y contains a submatrix Yr of order m with a 1 on every 
line. The theorem for m = n allows us to multiply the lines of Y by 
appropriate integral powers of x so that Y, is replaced by a normalized form 
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of Y, of term rank m. This transformation may introduce negative exponents 
into certain columns of Y that are not columns of Y,. But these negative 
exponents may be removed by further column multiplications, and we 
thereby construct a normalized form of Y of term rank m. 
We now deal with the case m = n. We let Y be a normalized form of X 
such that its term rank is maximal among all normalized forms of X. The 
well-known minimax theorem asserts that in a (O,l)-matrix the minimal 
number of lines that cover all of the l’s in the matrix is equal to the term rank 
of the matrix [5,8]. This theorem allows us to permute the lines of Y so that Y 
assumes the following form: 
(2.3) 
In (2.3) the matrix A is of size e by f, where e + f is the term rank of Y. The 
matrices B and C are of orders e and f, respectively, and both have l’s in all 
of their main diagonal positions. Furthermore, the submatrix of size n - e by 
n - f in the lower right comer of (2.3) contains no 1’s. 
Suppose now that e + f < m = n. Then we assert that e # 0 and f # 0, 
because otherwise we have a line in (2.3) that contains no 1, contrary to our 
normalized form requirement on Y. Also e + f < m = n implies that the 
matrix D is not vacuous. Thus all nine submatrices displayed in (2.3) are 
actually present. 
Let xU be the lowest power of r that appears in the submatrix of size 
n - e by n - f in the lower right comer of (2.3). We know that u > 0. We 
nowmultiplycolumnsl,...,f byxU,andwethenmultiplyrows e+l,...,n 
by xPU. This transformation multiplies the elements of A by rU. It leaves the 
submatrices B and C and the two submatrices labeled with asterisks unal- 
tered. The remaining four submatrices are multiplied by xPU. 
Thus our new matrix remains a normalized form of X. But the term rank 
of Y was assumed maximal, and the e + f critical l’s have been unaltered by 
our transformation. However, a 1 has been introduced into the submatrix of 
size n - e by n - f in the lower right comer of (2.3). If this 1 appears in D, 
we are done, because we have increased our term rank. If the 1 appears in 
one of the three unlabeled submatrices, then a new minimal cover of e’ rows 
and f ‘ columns must be found, where e’ + f’ = e + f. But notice that the 
submatrix D is unaffected by this new minimal cover and D is a submatrix 
that has been multiplied by x-~. We iterate this procedure, and eventually D 
must contain a 1, contrary to our assumption that Y has maximal term rank. 
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The determination of the minimal term rank of the various normalized 
forms of X appears to be a much harder problem. 
We return to the matrix X of (1.4) and assume for the remainder of this 
section that the matrix E associated with X has nonnegative integral ele- 
ments. New insights into certain known combinatorial phenomena may be 
obtained by describing them directly in terms of the polynomial per(X). We 
presuppose only the most elementary properties of the permanent function 
[7, 81, and we adopt the notation 
per(X) = b, + b,r + . . . + b,x’, (2.4) 
where b, # 0. 
Suppose that the matrix E associated with X is a (0, 1)-matrix. In this case 
we say that X is binary. A theorem of Mesner [6] on (O,l>matrices may be 
rephrased as follows. Suppose that the (O,l)-matrix E associated with the 
binary matrix X is such that neither E nor its complement may be rearranged 
under line permutations into a direct sum of matrices of 1’s. Then all of the 
zero coefficients of the polynomial per(X) in (2.4) occur in the initial 
positions. We remark that it would be of great interest to have more 
quantitative insight into the nature of the nonzero coefficients. The situation 
concerning zero coefficients becomes vastly more complicated if the binary 
assumption on X is dropped. 
We deal next with the case in which the matrix X is square of order n. 
Then the permanents of all normalized forms of X differ by only integral 
powers of x. The same remark applies to the determinant function. In the 
event that the matrix X is nonsingular, then severe restrictions are placed on 
the polynomial det(X) by the elementary but fundamental divisibility re- 
quirement 
(x - l)“P’Idet(X). (2.5) 
In the optimal assignment problem [4, 51 the value of an optimal assign- 
ment is t and the number of optimal assignments is precisely the coefficient 
b, of the polynomial per(X) in (2.4). Notice that all of the normalized forms 
of X have the same optimal assignments although the values of these optimal 
assignments may vary. An assignment formed solely out of the positions 
occupied by optimal assignments is again an optimal assignment [l]. This 
means that if X, denotes the matrix obtained from X by replacing with O’s all 
elements of X that do not occur in any optimal assignm’ent, then 
per( X,) = b,xt. (2.6) 
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3. THE CLASS S(X) 
We return to the matrix X of (1.4) and recall that the class S(X) consists 
of all matrices that are normalized forms of X. 
THEOREM 3.1. The class S(X) contains only a finite number of matrices. 
Proof. Let Y be a fixed matrix, and let Z be an arbitrary matrix in the 
class S(X). Let F = [Aj] and G = [gij] be th e nonnegative integral matrices 
of size m by n that are associated with Y and Z, respectively. We may write 
Z in the form 
Z=D(x)YE(x), (3.1) 
where 
D(x)=diag[xdl,...,xdm], E(X)=diag[xel,...,xen]. (3.2) 
The integers di and ej in (3.2) are restricted by the requirement that Z 
belong to S(X). We set 
M = max{ Ai} (i=l,..., m; j=l,..., rl). (3.3) 
Suppose that there exists some di and ej such that dj + ej > M. Let the 1 in 
row i of Z occur in column 1 (1 # j), and let the 1 in column j of Z occur in 
row k (k # i). This implies that 
d, = - ej - fkj, e, = - d, - f;,. (3.4) 
Hence we have 
g,, = d, + el + fkl= - di - ej - J;L - fkj + fkl 
<-M+M=O, (3.5) 
and this contradicts the assumption that Z belongs to S(X). Thus for ah d i 
and ej we have di + ej < M, and this implies gij < 2M. n 
The determination of the exact number of matrices in the class S(X) is 
undoubtedly a much more difficult problem. 
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A 1 in the (k, Z) position of a matrix Y in the class S(X) is called an 
invariant 1 of Y provided that every matrix in the class S(X) has a 1 in the 
(k, Z) position. The concept of an invariant 1 is a class property, and we say 
that the class S(X) is with or without invariant 1’s. 
We now study the structure of classes S(X) that contain invariant 1’s. We 
begin with a very simple example. Let X be the binary matrix of order n > 1 
with ah elements in row 1 and column 1 equal to 1 and all other elements 
equal to x. The class S(X) contains only two matrices. The one is X, and the 
other has r in the (1,l) position and l’s in all other positions. The invariant 
l’s of the class S(X) occur in all of the positions in row 1 and column 1 except 
in the (1,l) position. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let F = [ii] be the matrix associated with the matrix Y 
in the class S(X). Then a 1 in the (k, 1) position of Y is an invariant 1 of Y if 
and only if for all i # k and j + 1 (i = 1,. . . , m; j = 1,. . . , n) we have 
Proof. Suppose that (3.6) is valid. We prove that the 1 in the (k, 2) 
position of Y is an invariant 1 of Y. Suppose that this is not the case. Then we 
may use (3.1) to transform Y into a matrix Z in the class S(X) with the 
property that the element in the (k, I) position of Z is not equal to 1. Let the 
1 in row k of Z occur in column j (j # Z), and let the 1 in column 1 of 2 
occur in row i (i # k). The following four relationships now follow directly 
from (3.1) and (3.2): 
d,+e,+O>O, d, + ej + fkj = 0, 
(3.7) 
d, + e, + fi[ = 0, di+ej+Jj >O. 
But (3.7) implies that for some i # k and j f 1 we have fij > fkj + f;*, and 
this contradicts (3.6). 
Conversely, suppose that the element in the (k, 2) position of Y is an 
invariant 1 of Y. We know that we may transform Y into a matrix Z in the 
class S(X) with the property that column j of Z is a column of 1’s. 
Furthermore, the matrix 2 still has a 1 in the (k, Z) position. The following 
four relationships now hold: 
d,+e,+O=O, d, + ej + fkj = 0, 
(3.8) 
di + ej + Aj = 0, di + e, + J$ > 0. 
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But (3.8) implies that for all i f k and j f 1 we have fkj + f;! > xj, and this is 
(3.6). n 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the matrix Y in the class S(X) contain invariant 1’s. 
Then under line permutations Y assumes the following form: 
(3.9) 
The s&matrices J1,. . . , 1, of Y’ are blocks of l’s of various sizes and may he 
selected so that they contain precisely the invariant l’s of Y. Furthermore, all 
rows of Y’ that intersect the same block of invariant l’s are identical. The 
same statement also applies to the columns of Y’. 
Proof. Since Y contains an invariant 1, by line permutations we may 
bring an invariant 1 into the (1,1) position. We may then further permute 
lines to bring all of the invariant l’s in the first row and column into the initial 
positions. These invariant l’s then determine the size of the submatrix Jr of 
Y ‘. Suppose that we take two elements in the same column of Y ’ and such 
that the rows containing these elements intersect Jr. Then by Theorem 3.2 
these elements are equal. Hence all rows of Y ’ that intersect _/, are equal and 
the same holds for the columns of Y ‘. We may now apply further line 
permutations and iterate the procedure until the invariant I’s of Y are 0 
exhausted. n 
Notice that a block of Y ’ within the submatrix of Y ’ determined by the 
blocks Jr,...,], is itself a block composed of a single element of Y. Thus the 
decomposition (3.9) takes on an especially simple form provided that every 
line contains an invariant 1 of Y. 
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